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Theoretical study of isolated dangling bonds, dangling bond wires, and dangling bond
clusters on a H : Si„001…-„2 Ã 1… surface
Hassan Raza
NSF Network for Computational Nanotechnology and School of Electrical and Computer Engineering,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, Indiana 47907, USA
共Received 30 November 2006; revised manuscript received 14 March 2007; published 9 July 2007兲
We theoretically study the electronic band structure of isolated unpaired and paired dangling bonds 共DBs兲,
DB wires, and DB clusters on H : Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲 surface using extended Hückel theory and report their effect
on the Si band gap. We show that an isolated unpaired DB introduces a near-midgap state, whereas a paired DB
leads to  and * states, similar to those introduced by an unpassivated asymmetric dimer 共AD兲 Si共001兲共2 ⫻ 1兲 surface. On the other hand, the surface state induced due to an unpaired DB wire in the direction along
the dimer row 共referred to as 关1̄10兴兲 has a large dispersion due to the strong coupling between the adjacent
DBs, being 3.84 Å apart. However, in the direction perpendicular to the dimer row 共referred to as 关110兴兲, the
DBs are 7.68 Å apart and there is a reduced coupling between them due to exponential dependence of the wave
function, leading to a small dispersion. Moreover, a paired DB wire in the 关1̄10兴 direction introduces  and *
states similar to those of an AD surface, but with a large dispersion, and a paired DB wire in the 关110兴 direction
exhibits surface states with a smaller dispersion, as expected. Besides this, we report the electronic structure of
different DB clusters, which exhibit states inside the band gap that can be interpreted as superpositions of states
due to unpaired and paired DBs.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.76.045308

PACS number共s兲: 73.20.⫺r, 73.20.At

I. INTRODUCTION

Due to their importance in Si technology, states induced
by the dangling bonds 共DBs兲 on Si共001兲 surface, known as
Pb centers, have been a topic of study for decades.1–14 These
states are important due to being inside the band
gap,1,4,10–12,14 Fermi level pinning,15 charging issue 共consider
variation of threshold voltage due to charged DBs兲, reliability issues 共consider negative bias temperature instability兲,16
and enhancement of gate leakage 1 / f noise.17 With advances
in nanoscale science, a detailed understanding of these surface states is needed to exploit their role in possible technological applications, e.g., use of DB as a template for the
growth of molecular nanostructures.18 This realization has
been the motivation behind research such as desorption of H
from Si surface forming a DB,19–21 electronic and electrostatic effect of DB on transport through a styrene wire,14,22
DB dynamics on Si surface,23 Jahn-Teller distortion in DB
wires at low temperature,24 magnetism in DB structures,25–27
passivation of DBs with H and D,28 scanning tunneling spectroscopy of DB wires11 and DB clusters,29 etc.
Watanabe et al.10 predicted that an unpaired DB 共Si dimer
with one hydrogenated atom兲 wire on H : Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲 surface in the direction along the dimer row would introduce
states inside the band gap. This prediction was later experimentally observed; however, the mechanism is still not
clear.11 Recently, Cakmak and Srivastava30 reproduced their
results theoretically and found a similar trend. All these calculations were based on the density-functional theory where
the band gap is underestimated.31 It is thus hard to benchmark the results quantitatively. In this paper, we use extended Hückel theory 共EHT兲 for electronic band-structure
calculations using transferable parameters developed by
Cerda and Soria.32 Notably, EHT gives correct Si bulk band
gap and other features as reported by Kienle et al.33 It has
1098-0121/2007/76共4兲/045308共8兲

been applied to Si surfaces obtaining satisfactory results.33,34
The state of the art in electronic structure calculations for Si
is the GW approximation.35,36 However, computational complexity prohibits its use in transport calculations for large
systems like the ones discussed in this paper where the Si
atoms per unit cell may approach about 800. EHT provides
computationally accessible, yet accurate approach and is
worth pursuing because it overcomes some of the shortcomings of the more sophisticated methods. To the best of our
knowledge, there has not yet been a systematic study of isolated DBs, DB wires, and DB clusters on H : Si共001兲共2 ⫻ 1兲 surface using a method that quantitatively addresses
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FIG. 1. Ball and stick model of 16 layer Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲 unit cell
used to construct different surfaces. The top four layers, represented
by ‡, are relaxed due to surface reconstruction. The bottom 12
layers, represented by †, are bulk layers. 共a兲 Unpassivated asymmetric dimer 共AD兲 unit cell referred to as paired dangling bond 共DB兲
configuration. 共b兲 Unpassivated symmetric dimer 共SD兲 unit cell. 共c兲
Hydrogenated SD unit cell. 共d兲 Hydrogenated unit cell with one DB
referred to as unpaired DB. The back surface is hydrogenated to
eliminate any DB-induced states.
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the surface states. Motivated by this, we study these different
DB configurations on Si surface using EHT and compare the
results with previously reported theory and experiments.
Apart from the scientific curiosity, these surface states
may be important in practical applications, e.g., in the context of dangling bond regulated transport through a styrene
chain.14 Furthermore, these states may lead to multiple negative differential resistance 共NDR兲 events when a molecular
level is driven past these states due to applied bias, as compared to a single NDR event when a molecular level crosses
the band edge, which was predicted by Rakshit et al.37 Apart
from this, in the field of metal based molecular electronics,
there has been this notion of metal-induced states in the
highest occupied molecular orbital-lowest unoccupied molecular orbital 共HOMO-LUMO兲 gap. In Si based molecular
electronics, one can analogously anticipate DB-induced
states in the HOMO-LUMO gap, when the molecule being
probed is in the vicinity of such DBs.
In a previous study,14 we report that a DB electronically
affects Si atoms up to about 10 Å away from it by introducing a near-midgap state in the local density of states of the
neighboring Si atoms. The dispersion in the electronic structure reported in this paper is related to this length scale.
Therefore, to simulate DBs in isolated, wired, and clustered

FIG. 2. Ball and stick model
for the different surfaces used to
calculate the electronic structure.
The model numbers are the same
as in Table I. A portion of the surface Brillouin zone, with different
symmetry points 共⌫ , J , K , J⬘兲, is
shown.

configurations, we use a large enough unit cell to avoid inadvertent interaction amongst DBs in different unit cells.
Figure 1 shows the unit cells being used to construct bigger
unit cells corresponding to different surfaces as shown in
Fig. 2 and summarized in Table I. The calculated electronic
structure properties are shown in Figs. 3–5.
This paper is divided into four sections. In Sec. II, we
discuss the atomic structure of different surfaces used and
the corresponding assumptions made. In Sec. III, we briefly
discuss the theoretical approach. In Sec. IV, we discuss the
results and provide their interpretation in relevance with the
past theoretical and experimental work. Finally in Sec. V, we
provide the conclusions.
II. ATOMIC STRUCTURE AND ASSUMPTIONS

We use atomic structure of reconstructed Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲
surface as reported by Ramstad et al.38 where the top four
layers are relaxed due to surface reconstruction. Ramstad et
al.38 report the structure for five layers of Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲
asymmetric dimer 共AD兲 surface and Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲 symmetric dimer 共SD兲 surface. We add 11 bulk layers to make a
16 layer structure and finally passivate the bottom layer with
H in dihydride configuration as shown in Figs. 1共a兲 and 1共b兲,
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TABLE I. Details of the unit cells used to simulate different
surfaces. Sixteen layer atomic structures shown in Fig. 1 are used to
construct bigger unit cells. Thus, an 共8 ⫻ 8兲 unit cell has four repeating unit cells 共shown in Fig. 1兲 in the 关110兴 direction 共perpendicular to dimer row兲 and eight unit cells 共shown in Fig. 1兲 in the
关1̄10兴 direction 共along dimer row兲. The dimensions of the unit cells
for isolated DB, DB wire, and DB cluster are adopted in such a way
that the DB in one unit cell does not interfere with the neighboring
unit cells in any inadvertent way. The total number of Si atoms
共excluding H atoms on top and back surfaces兲 per unit cell is given.
Unit-cell surface

I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
IX
X
XI
XII
XIII

H : Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲
Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲-AD
Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲-SD
Unpaired DB
Unpaired DB wirec
Unpaired DB wired
Paired DB
Paired DB wirec
Paired DB wired
Unpaired and paired DBsc
Two paired DBsd
Paired, unpaired, and paired DBsc
Unpaired, paired, and unpaired DBsc

Energy (eV)

Model

4

Unit cella Atomsb
2⫻1
2⫻1
2⫻1
6⫻6
6⫻1
2⫻6
6⫻6
6⫻1
2⫻6
6⫻7
6⫻7
6⫻8
6⫻8

32
32
32
576
96
192
576
96
192
672
672
768
768

of 3.84 Å 共lattice constant of bulk unit cell兲.
of Si atoms only per unit cell.
cIn the 关1̄10兴 direction.
dIn the 关110兴 direction.
aMultiples
bNumber

respectively. We then add H atoms to each of the Si dimer
atoms of Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲-SD structure, resulting in
H : Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲 structure as shown in Fig. 1共c兲. Furthermore, we remove one of the H atoms from H : Si共001兲共2 ⫻ 1兲 so that the resulting structure has an unpaired DB as
shown in Fig. 1共d兲. The H atoms that are added have H–Si
bond length= 1.47 Å and H-Si dimer angle= 111°. The bond
length and the angle are obtained after structural optimization of a Si9H14 cluster using local spin density approximation with 6-311g* basis set 关calculations are performed
using GAUSSIAN 共Ref. 39兲兴. The atomic coordinates for
Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲-AD unit cell 关see Fig. 1共a兲兴 and
H : Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲 unit cell 关see Fig. 1共c兲兴 are given here.40,41
We use 16 layers of the unit cells to avoid any quantum
confinement effects, which is further discussed in Sec. IV.
These four unit cells, shown in Figs. 1共a兲–1共d兲, are used
as building blocks to construct the bigger unit cells for doing
isolated DB, DB wire, and DB cluster calculations. In the
关1̄10兴 and 关110兴 directions, along and perpendicular to the
dimer rows, respectively, the unit cell consists of varying
layers of Si atoms depending on the requirement. For example, to study an isolated unpaired DB, we need to include
enough H:Si layers in the 关1̄10兴 and 关110兴 directions so that
the DBs in adjacent unit cells do not influence each other. It
should be noted that since DBs affect the neighboring Si
atoms within 10 Å, two DBs would be isolated if they are at
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FIG. 3. 共Color online兲 Calculated electronic band structure of
H : Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲, Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲-AD, and Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲-SD
surfaces. The band structure of H : Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲 surface shows a
clean band gap. All the states are shown for this surface with various colors. The Si-H bonding state band is shown as well, having a
dispersion of about 1 eV due to strong hybridization with the
valence-band states. This Si-H state does not appear in the unpassivated surfaces. For Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲-AD and -SD surfaces, only 
and * states are shown. Similarly,  and * states of Si共001兲共2 ⫻ 1兲-SD surface spread throughout the band gap. H : Si共001兲共2 ⫻ 1兲 surface has a clean band gap. Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲-AD surface
has 0.6 eV and Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲-SD surface has no band gap due to
the  and * states. The diamonds and circles are experimental data
points from Refs. 44 and 45, respectively.

least 20 Å apart. This information is obtained from our previous study,14 that a DB affects neighboring atoms up to
approximately 10 Å. Thus, by using a 共6 ⫻ 6兲 unit cell for an
isolated DB, it is made sure that DBs in consecutive unit
cells are electronically isolated. The calculated electronic
structure is thus that of an isolated DB. Similarly, DB wires
and DB clusters are also spaced sufficiently apart. Table I
summarizes the dimensions of the unit cells and the number
of atoms used to simulate different surfaces labeled as
I–XIII. Figure 2 shows corresponding surfaces with the labels, which are used for calculating electronic band structure
of isolated DBs, DB wires, and DB clusters. Figure 2 also
shows part of the surface Brillouin zone used in the calculation 关with symmetry points 共⌫ , J , K , J⬘兲 共Ref. 31兲兴. The atoms are color coded to match Fig. 1.
For H : Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲, Cakmak and Srivastava30 report
that the Si–Si bond length within the dimer is 2.35 Å as
compared to 2.23 Å for Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲-SD as obtained by
Ramstad et al.,38 suggesting an increase of approximately
5% in the Si dimer distance. The surface states after passivation are, however, well below the valence-band edge 共Ev兲
and thus do not affect the band gap. It has also been reported
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VII-Paired DB
VIII-Paired DB wire
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FIG. 4. 共Color online兲 Calculated electronic band structure of
periodic unit cells containing isolated DBs and DB wires. 共a兲 Band
structure of periodic unit cells containing an unpaired DB and an
unpaired DB wire in the 关1̄10兴 and 关110兴 directions. The unpaired
DB introduces a near-midgap state whose dispersion is small. The
surface states due to an unpaired DB wire in the 关1̄10兴 direction
have a large dispersion due to DBs being 3.84 Å apart. For the
unpaired DB wire in the 关110兴 direction, DBs being farther apart
共7.68 Å兲, the states are less dispersed. 共b兲 Electronic band structure
of periodic unit cells containing a paired DB and a paired DB wire
in the 关1̄10兴 and 关110兴 directions. The paired DB introduces  and
* states very similar to the ones introduced by Si共001兲-共2
⫻ 1兲-AD surface; however, the dispersion is much smaller. The
DBs in the paired DB wire in 关1̄10兴 are only 3.84 Å apart and
interact in a fashion similar to AD surface, leading to considerable
dispersion of the DB states. Similarly, for the paired DB wire in the
关110兴 direction, because the DBs are now farther apart, the surface
states appear more like those of an isolated DB pair. The symmetry
points 共⌫ , J , K , J⬘兲 along surface Brillouin zone for different models
are shown according to scale.

elsewhere10,30 that an unpaired DB introduces a structural
perturbation in H : Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲 structure, which is weak.
We find that using this structure for Si dimer, the surface
state is shifted by approximately 20 meV 共not shown here兲.
At room temperature, this surface relaxation is anticipated to
have a small effect and, hence for simplicity, we ignore it in
our calculations. Furthermore, DB wires can go through
Peierls distortion.10 It has, however, been reported10 that the
total energy gain due to such distortion is 14 meV and is not
anticipated to have a large effect at room temperature. Moreover, Jahn-Teller distortion in DB clusters at low temperature
has been discussed in Ref. 24. The effects due to these structural changes are anticipated to be small at room temperature
and hence ignored in our study. Apart from this, the effects
of dopant atoms and other defects 共both surface and bulk兲
are also ignored in our calculations. Notably, these effects
have recently been examined theoretically in Ref. 42. All
the atomic visualizations in this paper are done using
GAUSSVIEW.43
III. THEORETICAL APPROACH

We model the Si surface by using a periodic system of
unit cells repeating in the 关1̄10兴 and 关110兴 directions. The
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FIG. 5. 共Color online兲 Calculated electronic band structure of
periodic unit cells containing different DB clusters. 共a兲 Cluster of an
unpaired and a paired DB in the 关1̄10兴 direction and of two paired
DBs in the 关1̄10兴 direction. 共b兲 Cluster of paired-unpaired-paired
DBs in the 关1̄10兴 direction and of unpaired-paired-unpaired DBs in
the 关1̄10兴 direction.

lattice is defined by pAជ1 + qAជ2, where Aជ1 and Aជ2 are lattice
unit vectors in the 关1̄10兴 and 关110兴 directions, p and q are
indexes representing the repeating unit cells in Aជ1 and Aជ2
directions, respectively. The number of neighboring unit
cells depends on the size of the unit cell used to represent a
particular surface. Hamiltonian 共H兲 and overlap 共S兲 matrices
are computed in EHT scheme using parameters developed by
Cerda and Soria.32 With periodic boundary conditions in the
关1̄10兴 and 关110兴 directions, Fourier transform technique is
used to transform H and S from the real space to the reciprocal 共k兲 space following the scheme as follows:
N

H共kជ 兲 =

m

N

S共kជ 兲 =

ជ

ជ

ជ
Hmneik·共d −d 兲 ,
兺
m=1

ជ

n

ជ

ជ
Smneik.共d −d 兲 ,
兺
m=1
m

n

共1兲

共2兲

where kជ = kជ1 + kជ2, kជ1 and kជ2 are reciprocal-lattice vectors of
the surface Brillouin zone in the 关1̄10兴 and 关110兴 directions,
n represents the center unit cell, m represents the neighboring
unit cells, N is the total number of unit cells, and dជm − dជn is
the displacement between neighboring 共mth兲 and center 共nth兲
unit cell. We then calculate energy eigenvalues for different
values of k along the surface Brillouin-zone symmetry points
共⌫ , J , K , J⬘兲.
IV. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Figure 3共a兲 shows the electronic band diagram of
H : Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲 surface 共model I兲 showing the surface and
the bulk states resulting in a clean band gap of 1.18 eV. By
using 16 layers in the unit cell for constructing the surface, it
is made sure that the quantum confinement effects due to
finite dimension of the unit cell in the 关001兴 direction are not
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present and hence do not affect the physical results as compared to the previously reported calculations 共see, e.g., Refs.
10, 30, 33, and 34兲. Figure 3 is thus a reproduction of the
work in Refs. 33 and 34, but with a larger unit cell to eliminate any quantum confinement effects. For a Si共001兲共2 ⫻ 1兲-AD surface 共model II兲, the  and * states for
Si共001兲-共2 ⫻ 1兲-AD surface are shown in Fig. 3共a兲. The
bandwidth of these states is 1.22 and 1.26 eV, respectively,
due to strong electronic interaction between the paired DBs.
In this case, each paired DB gets affected by the surrounding
paired DBs, the most important being the two paired DBs
3.84 Å away in the 关1̄10兴 direction. The band gap obtained
is 0.62 eV. The dispersion properties of the  state are
compared with the experimental angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy 共ARPES兲 observations.44,45 The calculation and theory are consistent with each other. However,
there are still some deviations on the order of few tenths of
an eV, in particular, between J and K regions, but these discrepancies are within the experimental error of ARPES measurements, which is on the order of 0.1 eV. The surface
states calculated using EHT match rather well with the experimental data points. The calculations done within the GW
approximation36 also agree with the experiments;44,45 however, in the J-K range, they disagree more than the EHT
calculations reported here. Similarly, for Si共001兲-共2
⫻ 1兲-SD surface 共model III兲, the  and * states disperse
through the whole band gap with bandwidths of 1.39 and
1.42 eV, respectively, resulting in zero band gap. Moreover,
we show the Si-H bonding state, which has a bandwidth of
about 1 eV indicating a strong hybridization with the
valence-band states.
Figure 4共a兲 shows the calculations for an isolated unpaired DB and unpaired DB wire in the 关1̄10兴 and 关110兴
directions. An isolated unpaired DB 共Model IV兲 introduces a
near-midgap state14 共about 0.42 eV above Ev兲. Since this
state is energetically isolated from the conduction- and the
valence-band states, it does not get dispersed as shown in
Fig. 4共a兲. For the Si/ SiO2 interface, the unpaired DB, commonly known as Pb center, has been a topic of study for
decades due to its importance in the metal-oxide-semiconductor device performance and reliability. Although the
chemical nature of the Pb center on Si/ SiO2 interface and
unpaired DB on H:Si surface is the same, there is a significant difference due to the presence of oxygen and additional
Si atoms in the case of Pb center. This difference in the
environment distinguishes the two cases. However, it is
worth mentioning that the Pb centers are known to introduce
midgap states 共for a discussion see, for example, Ref. 46兲.
Moreover, for the unpaired DB wire in the 关1̄10兴 direction
共model V兲, the bandwidth of the near-midgap state is
1.15 eV, resulting in a very small band gap as shown in Fig.
4共a兲. We interpret this large dispersion to be due to the increased interaction between the DBs as being in the close
proximity of 3.84 Å. Thus, each unpaired DB interacts with
about four other DBs—two being 3.84 Å away and the other
two being 7.68 Å away. For the unpaired DB wire in the
关110兴 direction 共model VI兲, since the DBs are farther apart,
the coupling is reduced, resulting in a small bandwidth of
0.18 eV. This bandwidth is much smaller than that of a wire

in the 关1̄10兴 direction due to the exponential dependence of
the wave function on distance between the DBs 共to be further
discussed in the next paragraph兲.
Figure 4共b兲 presents calculation for an isolated paired DB
and paired DB wire in the 关1̄10兴 and 关110兴 directions. The
electronic structure of a paired DB 共model VII兲 is significantly different from an isolated unpaired DB. It introduces a
bonding 共兲 80 meV below Ev and antibonding 共*兲 state
0.2 eV below the conduction-band edge 共Ec兲, respectively.
Qualitatively, this behavior is similar to unpassivated reconstructed Si surface. However, these states are dispersionless
because the paired DBs in repeating unit cells are electronically isolated. We compare these results with the scanning
tunneling spectroscopic studies of clusters of paired DBs that
we will discuss later. The electronic band structure for a
paired DB wire in the 关1̄10兴 direction 共model VIII兲 shows
similar  and * states with bandwidths of about 1.23 and
1.08 eV, respectively. This large dispersion is due to strong
coupling between the DBs. In this wire, each paired DB interacts with four other paired DBs—two being only 3.84 Å
apart and the other two being 7.68 Å apart. As expected, the
dispersion of  and * states for DB pair wire in the 关110兴
direction 共model IX兲 is less than that of the 关1̄10兴 direction.
The bandwidth is 0.27 and 0.35 eV for these  and * states,
respectively, because the paired DBs are now about 5.46 Å
apart. This explains higher dispersion in these states as compared to unpaired DB wire in the same direction.
In Figs. 4共a兲 and 4共b兲, only the states inside or close to the
band gap are shown. Since the dimensions of the unit cell for
configurations IV–IX are different, the symmetry points
共⌫ , J , K , J⬘兲 along the surface Brillouin zone are labeled accordingly. Qualitatively, the results reported for the unpaired
and paired DB wires, in the 关110兴 and 关1̄10兴 directions, are
similar to those of Watanabe et al.10 for unpaired DB wire in
the 关1̄10兴 direction and unpaired and paired DB wires in the
关1̄10兴 and 关110兴 directions. However, there are some differences in the shape of dispersion for the paired DB wire.
Furthermore, since the calculations by Watanabe et al.10 are
done using density-functional theory, where band gaps are
underestimated, quantitative comparison is not possible. For
comparison with experiments, the only possibility is scanning tunneling spectroscopy 共STS兲 based observations,
which give information about the local density of states. In
the context of this work, we cannot claim quantitative agreement with this setup because the observations get influenced
by the applied tip voltage, Si band bending, and in some
cases by the presence of other defects and dopants. Hitosugi
et al.11 have made these STS observations for a paired DB
wire in the 关110兴 direction and an unpaired DB wire in the
关1̄10兴 direction. They compare their experimental results
with the theoretical results of Watanabe et al.,10 and they
propose that their theoretically reported states agree with the
experimentally observed features qualitatively. They find
0.5 eV band gap for the paired DB wire in the 关110兴 direction. We find a band gap of about 0.75 eV. The difference
could be due to the additional broadening introduced by the
dephasing due to electron-phonon scattering47 at the Si sur-
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face. For an unpaired DB wire in the 关1̄10兴 direction, they
find a finite density of states at the Fermi energy, which is
consistent with the near-midgap state found in our calculation. However, in order to make a quantitative comparison
with the experimental STS results, we need to do a transport
calculation including all the above-mentioned effects, which
we postpone as future work. Qualitatively, our results show a
similar trend as the experiments.
Figure 5 presents electronic band-structure calculation for
DB clusters. The qualitative behavior can be attributed to a
combined behavior of individual unpaired and paired DBs,
which are 3.84 Å apart, with small shift due to bonding
and/or broadening if the energies of different states are overlapping to start with. Figure 5共a兲 shows states due to a cluster
of unpaired and paired DBs, 3.84 Å apart 共model X兲. The
resulting states consist of 共1兲 a near-midgap dispersionless
state about 0.44 eV above Ev 共a shift of 20 meV as compared
to isolated unpaired DB兲, 共2兲 a  state about 70 meV below
Ev 共a shift of 10 meV as compared to isolated paired DB兲,
and 共3兲 a * state about 0.1 eV below Ec 共a shift of 0.1 eV as
compared to isolated paired DB兲. Since the  state is inside
the valence band, it hybridizes with the valence-band states
and thus has a small dispersion associated with it. However,
the * state being inside the band gap is relatively isolated
from the band states and hence is comparatively dispersionless.
Further, states due to a cluster of two paired DBs, 3.84 Å
apart, 共model XI兲 result in two  and two * states, as shown
in Fig. 5共a兲. Since  states to start with are inside the valence
band, they are already hybridized with the valence-band
states. Therefore, the additional hybridization between these
two  states results in very small additional dispersion.
However, the case of two * states is very interesting. Since
these two states are inside the band gap to start with, they
hybridize with each other, giving rise to a bonding state
about 0.16 eV below Ec and an antibonding state close to Ec.
Figure 5共b兲 shows the electronic structure calculation for
a paired-unpaired-paired DBs cluster 共model XII兲. The unpaired DB state stays the same as in Fig. 5共a兲, i.e., about
0.44 eV above Ev. However, due to two unpaired DBs, there
are two  and two * states showing similar behavior as that
of the two paired DBs cluster. However, one of the * states
is slightly inside the conduction band, resulting in slight dispersion due to interaction with the conduction-band states.
Figure 5共b兲 also shows the calculations for an unpairedpaired-unpaired DB cluster 共model XIII兲. There are one 
and one * state. The  state is similar to the one present in
the unpaired-paired DBs cluster discussed in Fig. 5共a兲. However, the * state is very close to the conduction band and
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has a small dispersion as well, due to interaction with the
conduction band. Additionally, there are two near-midgap
states due to the unpaired DBs. These two DBs are 7.68 Å
away and hence the resulting “bonding” and “antibonding”
states slightly shift from the original energetic position of
0.44 eV above Ev. In Figs. 5共a兲 and 5共b兲, only the states
inside or close to the band gap are shown. To the best of our
knowledge, not much has been done theoretically for such
DB clusters due to complexity of the calculations. Hersam et
al.29 have done STS measurements on such DB clusters.
They find states inside the band gap, which are close to Ec,
and states below Ev. We interpret that these states are due to
paired DB clusters and find them consistent with our calculations. Since there are no midgap states in their experiment,
we exclude the possibility of having unpaired DBs in this
experiment.
V. CONCLUSIONS

We have reported the electronic band-structure calculations showing differences between states induced in Si band
gap due to isolated DB, DB wires, and DB clusters. We show
that the details of these states inside the band gap vary considerably from isolated DBs to DB wires to DB clusters. An
unpaired DB behaves completely differently from a paired
DB. Similarly, isolated DBs are different from DB wires and
clusters. Furthermore, the dispersion in these states depends
on the physical distance between the dangling bonds. Since
these dangling bonds electronically interact over a characteristic length scale of 10 Å and the wave function decays exponentially with distance, the dispersion can be as large as
1 eV if DBs are 3.84 Å apart and can be as small as zero if
the states are more than 20 Å apart. Thus, an isolated unpaired DB and a paired DB have dispersionless induced
states. However, wires introduce a larger dispersion due to
interactions amongst the DBs, resulting in hybridization.
Similarly, for DB clusters, the states get slightly broadened if
they are within the bands. Within the clusters, the states get
shifted as a result of hybridization. Further, a good match
with the experiments has been achieved.
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